Thank You for Moving Mountains

Any effort made towards helping humanity is heroic – and you showed your heroism through your limitless support during the most holy time of the year. Your powerful participation was instrumental in our efforts and we’d like to express our deepest gratitude for the limitless love you’ve allowed us to spread during Ramadan.

Your care and compassion made you a humanitarian hero. You moved mountains and changed the world for the better. On behalf of every beneficiary in our care, we thank you.

Thank you for bringing bliss to so many.

Swipe up!

Keep scrolling for the impressive Ramadan figures we have for you ahead!
We at MWL strive to embody honesty and full transparency in all the work that we do. In a previous email you may have received, there were numbers shared that were later found to be inaccurate. Once we realized the inconsistency, we worked to rectify it and now have the full, correct data available.

We wanted to apologize for any misinformation through this medium that reaches so many.

In celebrating all that we were able to accomplish throughout Ramadan, we’ve put together the updated data to share with you.

### Ramadan & Eid Beneficiaries Numbers

The monumental change our donors brought during Ramadan.

- **Hot Meals**: 37,801
- **Food Baskets**: 10,026
- **Eid Cloths**: 6,755
- **Zakat AlFitr**: 2,000
- **New Orphan Sponsorships**: 1,706
- **Tube Water Wells**: 266
- **Family Sponsorships**: 250
- **Shelter**: 40
- **Deep Water Wells**: 30
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The monumental change our donors brought during Ramadan.

- New Orphan Sponsorships: 1,706
- Family Sponsorships: 250
- Food Baskets: 10,026
- Hot Meals: 37,801
- Zakat AlFitr: 2,000 Person
- Eid Cloths: 6,755
- Education: $470K
- Shelter: 40
- Tube Water Wells: 266
- Deep Water Wells: 30

Total Number of Beneficiaries: 214,769

Thank you for making such a tremendous difference in the lives of so many. Your donations provided a life-line that rescued families across continents.
A Month of Limitless Mercy

Mercy Without Limits is honored to have worked with all our wonderful donors and beneficiaries throughout the month of mercy. Our collective aim was to bring aid to countless communities where families have been struggling. With great gratitude and generosity donations were given towards vital causes throughout Ramadan. The results were remarkable!

We’d like to showcase our Ramadan and Eid initiatives in detail throughout this issue.

Together we’ve brought joy to hundreds of thousands across the world.

You make everything we do possible.
Breaking Fasts with Food Baskets

Ahead of the upcoming spiritual season, MWL began collecting donations for food baskets to ensure families were fed all month long. Thousands of widows and orphans worldwide were provided provisions to break their fasts.

Ladies first! The Mercy Without Limits team prioritizes widows and orphans whenever we can.

Families in Sierra Leone receive food sources from striving supporters.
Widows withstand so much - we are honored to work with these heroes.

Lines were long, but lively, as our team gathered and gave gifted groceries.
Dinner - done! Everyone was eager to bring essentials back to their families.

Trucks delivered carefully packed products to patient people in need.
Iftar Invitations

Inviting our friends and family over for iftar is an aspect to Ramadan we all enjoy. This Ramadan, thousands of families were provided food to break their fasts and feast with our iftar program. Relief was appreciated throughout the Month of Mercy.

Unanimous gratitude was felt as fasts were broken.
Cheerful faces looked forward to nightly feasts.

Kiddos couldn’t wait to clean piled plates.
Everything was organized efficiently by our vital volunteers.

Wafting scents filled the air as delectable dinners were prepared.
Friendly orphans feasted at beautiful iftars.

Giant spreads displayed delicious, balanced dishes.
In Rohingya camps, individual meals were meticulously made for mosque-goers.

Children shared in the infectious cheer all month long.
Adopting Change

One of our most successful projects during the blessed month was our orphan sponsorship program. Mercy Without Limits makes it our mission to garner support for orphans in impoverished circumstances to bring them to adulthood equipped with the means to lead independent lives. With our outstanding family of donors’ support, thousands of orphans were sponsored and given hope for a fruitful future.

Orphans’ well-being is our mission, and witnessing their joy fulfills it.
Granting Well Wishes

Without water there is little parents can do to ensure their health and the health of their little ones. With the collective contributions of our caring supporters, our team was able to extend aid to ensure clear, clean water sources were established for refugees and displaced families.

Ramadan refreshment was retrieved through newly built wells.
Blessings bubbled up for resilient refugees.

Hard work is recognized and rewarded – especially in Ramadan.

Ramadan refreshment was retrieved through newly built wells.
Festive for Eid Al Fitr

Eid is a major holiday for Muslims around the world and Mercy Without Limits recognizes the importance of providing a fun, festive feel for children during the holiday. Orphans and displaced families are in desperate need of every degree of happiness available, and we make it our mission to spread joy any way we can. With the help of our generous donors, our team was able to provide gifts, Eid clothes, food, and even host celebrations for our beloved beneficiaries.
Outfits for all the outstanding orphans we work with!

Eid selections were extensive as we exceeded expectations with the help of our donors.

Your generosity generated genuine joy across the world.
Changes Coming Soon!

Keep an eye on our website as the summer rolls on – we have exciting updates that will be implemented over the coming months.

Sociable Support

Join us on social media and share the opportunity at bountiful blessings with your friends and family. You can host a fundraiser on behalf of MWL for orphans and widows, and work to bring limitless mercy around the world.

CONTACT US

We would love to hear from you. Let us know what you would like to see more of - your feedback is especially important to us.

Email us at info@mercywithoutlimits.org